
 
 

 
 

Goa Honeymoon Special  

3 Nights / 4 Days 

 

 Inclusions:  
• Provided a deluxe room.  

• Daily breakfast & Dinner  

• Morning tea / coffee.  

• All sightseeing tours as per itinerary by a car.  

• Return transfers.  

• Service charges and vat included.  

• Flights 

Day : 1 Arrival 

A romantic welcome to Goa, your private cab will drop you to your hotel/ resort and explains you about 

the beach paradise. Checking in your hotel/ resort and complete all the essential formalities of check in 

after take some rest, you will be exploring the nearby your hotel and know about this city more deep and it’s 

a lifestyle, go for shopping at the local market of Goa, after spending whole day you tried so here is the 

option for you is  Spa, it will give you relaxation, and you feel good and if you mind permit to enjoy the 

nightlife of Goa, visit the nightclubs of goal or night party on the beach, After that back to your hotel/ 

resort. 

Day : 2 A romantic day in North Goa 

Your second day of this trip would be romantic and full of surprises, had hearty breakfast then 

starting from beaches because nothing romantic than the beaches, soft white sand, the pleasant 



 
 

 
 

rays of the sun and vast sea Shore, walk hand in hand with your partner on Vagator Beach famous 

for sunset-sea-sand indulged in the beauty of the beach, Baga beach is best for night parties, here 

in between Baga beach and Calangute beach lie famous snow park, here enjoy different types of 

snow activity, making a snowball, snowman and much more, feel the love in winter,  other beaches 

like Anjuna beach known for its shopping and flea market and want some quality time so go 

for Sinquerim beach one of the romantic beaches especially for couples. Moving further Checking 

out the local attractions like forts, Aguada fort military architecture and lighthouse, and 

last chapora fort well know form Dil Chahta hai movie, here capturing some memories which like 

this movie remembering for a whole life. 

Retire for the rest of the day and hissing the romance with a surprise candle light dinner on the beach 

under the star nothing romantic than this day ending. 

 

Day : 3 Let’s back to 70’s era 

After a romantic end of the day second, remembering the 70’s era starting the day in south goal, 

exploring the culture, temples, history old churches, UNESCO sites, and know about Portuguese 

remains. 

Firstly we visit Shri Mangeshi temple taking blessing for a wonderful life, moving next to old churches 

such as Basilica of Bom Jesus and Se Cathedral. After lunch, will be going for some shopping to collect 

some memories, and here the Panjim market is a good option, embark on some beaches like Miramar 

beach offer a kaleidoscopic view, located in heart of Panjim, giving a complete peaceful surrounding and 

solitude. Dona Paula beach is famous as a lover paradise and for couple perfect to spend time here. After 

spending a long day, need some us time alone, a romantic bit cruise on the Mandovi River Cruise and enjoy 

a couples dance and, night party of the cruise, make an end of this day beautifully. Afterwards, come back 

to the hotel, overnight stay. 

https://www.google.com/search?gs_ssp=eJzj4tVP1zc0TM4uN7KwSMkxYLRSNagwTkpKS000TDJOS0o2NTZNsTKoSDM0MzIwTTRLSTY2S0xLMvXiLc7LL1coSCzKVkjPTwQAwGUU8Q&q=snow+park+goa&rlz=1C1CHBF_enIN886IN886&oq=snow+park&aqs=chrome.2.69i57j46l2j0j46j0l2j69i60.5257j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


 
 

 
 

Day : 4 DEPARTURE 

Today the last day of this romantic trip, have a lovely local breakfast, our trip representative will drop you 

either to the airport/railway station. Back to your destination with amazing memories of the trip 

 


